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Ab initio molecular orbital computations were carried out at three levels of theory: RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-
31G(d), and B3LYP/6-31G(d), on four model systems of the amino acid proline, HCO-Pro-NH2 [I], HCO-
Pro-NH-Me [II], MeCO-Pro-NH2 [III], and MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [IV], representing a systematic variation
in the protecting N- and C-terminal groups. Three previously located backbone conformations,γL, εL, and
RL, were characterized together with two ring-puckered forms syn (gauche+) g+) or “DOWN” and anti
(gauche-) g-) or “UP”, as well as trans-trans, trans-cis, cis-trans, and cis-cis peptide bond isomers. The
topologies of the conformational potential energy cross-sections (PECS) of the potential energy hypersurfaces
(PEHS) for compounds [I]-[IV] were explored and analyzed in terms of potential energy curves (PEC), and
HCO-Pro-NH2 [I] was also analyzed in terms of potential energy surfaces (PESs). Thermodynamic functions
were also calculated for HCO-Pro-NH2 [I] at the CBS-4M and G3MP2 levels of theory. The study confirms
that the use of the simplest model, compound [I] with PN ) PC ) H, along with the RHF/3-21G level of
theory, is an acceptable practice for the analysis of peptide models because only minor differences in geometry
and stability are observed.

1. Introduction

1.1. Rationale for the First Principle Computational Study.
Proline (Pro), a cyclic aliphatic amino acid, is a major
component of the protein collagen1 found in connective tissues
and is incorporated into other proteins at a rate of approximately
4% with respect to all other amino acids.2-4 Due to the rigid
nature of its five-membered pyrrolidine side chain (SC) ring,

the presence of proline residues in biomolecules limits the
flexibility of chain formation.5 This may also account for
proline’s positional preference at the beginning ofR-helices,6,7

forming kinkedR-helical structures.8 Structural studies show
proline frequently stabilizesâ-turns9,10 andγ-turns.11,12 In the
cell, proline residues are important not only in the formation of
helices but also in receptor oligomerization,13 receptor activation,
and ligand binding.14 Proline also reduces nonspecific proteolytic
degradation in a peptide chain.15

All amino acid residues, including proline, are important in
determining secondary structure and tertiary structure. Numerous
studies have already been conducted on the geometry of proline,
with emphasis not only on its limited backbone (BB) conformers
but also on the rigid nature of its five-membered pyrrolidine
SC ring, which significantly determines its role in protein
structure and function. The structural features relating to the
conformational behavior of proline originated from both ex-
perimental techniques such as X-ray crystallography,16-21

NMR,22-25 IR spectroscopy,26,27 and theoretical calculations
including semiempirical force-field studies28-32 and electronic
structure methods employing ab initio and density functional
theory (DFT).33-49
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The majority of these theoretical studies included structural
investigations of the free parent amino acid proline and its side
chain pyrrolidine ring, but no study to date has allowed for
variation in the N- and C-terminally protected proline diamide
(HCO-Pro-NH2 [I], MeCO-Pro-NH2 [II], HCO-Pro-NH-
Me [III], and MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [IV]) to investigate the
subsequent effects on the geometry of the parent amino acid
proline. The implications of such a study are valuable, consider-
ing that proline does not exist by itself in proteins but is flanked
both on the N- and C-terminal sides by other amino acid
residues, including selenocysteine (Sec). Such a study would
seek to explicitly mimic the nearest-neighboring residues of the
polypeptide chain and any steric and electronic effects they may
impose upon the proline residue.

It has been established that a database consisting of all
theoretically possible conformations of N- and C-terminally
protected amino acid diamides, previously optimized using ab
initio QM methods, may facilitate the application of multidi-
mensional conformational analysis (MDCA).50-55 By applying
established methods,53-54 nonexistent conformations could be
eliminated and established structures could be used as inputs
for the optimization of larger systems. Inputs can then be built
up by extracting the internal coordinates of re-optimized amino
acid residues. This can be readily done using a recently
introduced modular numbering of the atomic nuclei.53,54 Even
though this method does not take into account the structure-
stabilizing role of long-range interactions and the effect of
solvation, it is still possible to obtain a wealth of structural and
electronic information of the conformers populated, based only
on the conformational preference56-59 of single amino acid
residues.

Therefore, the precomputed amino acid structure of proline
would be important for future investigations of larger oligopep-
tides, such as Pro-Pro-Thr-Pro and Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe
occurring as significant tetrapeptide segments in the antibody
Immunoglobulin A1 (IgA1)60,61 and Bradykinin,62,63 respec-
tively. The authors do recognize that any larger structure making
use of precomputed data would have to undergo a geometry
optimization once again; however, it has been shown that use
of precomputed data affords a more optimal input structure,
increasing computational and methodological efficiency.54

1.2. Structural Considerations for First Principle Com-
putational Study. Given that the backbone of any amino acid
residue in a peptide or a protein may be considered as a triple
rotor (Figure 1a), the torsional angles,φi, ψi, andωi, allow for
characterization of the rotation about the N-C, the C-CO, and
the OC-NH (i.e., the peptide) bonds, respectively. Conse-
quently, the energy associated solely with BB conformational
change would lead to a potential energy hypersurface (PEHS)
of the following form:

The general orientation of a peptide side chain is predetermined
by the rotation about the CR-Câ single bond denoted asøi

1.
Further side chain torsions (øi

j) may be defined depending on
the length of the side chain. As Figure 1a (side view) suggests,
φi, ψi, andøi

1 may be coupled substantially,64 as they describe
the internal rotation of functional groups located on the
geminally substitutedR-carbon atom. Thus, considering only
trans peptide bonds (ωi-1 ) 180° andωi ) 180°) a single amino
acid residue is governed by a PEHS as shown in (2), rather
than the more commonly studied potential energy surface (PES).

The only exception to this rule is glycine, in which R) H has
the following energetic description:

The situation is further complicated if the amino acid residue
is proline. As illustrated in Figure 1b, the side chain R group
of a proline residue forms a five-membered ring with the
backbone. One may consider that proline is essentially an amino
acid with its nitrogen situated in a pyrrolidine ring. Because
the already definedφi backbone torsion is contained within the
five-membered ring, it has been shown that possible stable
structures of the proline residue may only exist, almost
exclusively, in theγL, εL, andRL backbone conformations as
only ψi is an unrestrained, and therefore continuous, variable.35

Consequently, it is not trivial to obtain conformational informa-
tion about the proline residue either theoretically or experimen-
tally.

Proline side chains can adopt two different conformational
states denoted by either syn (gauche+ ) g+) or anti (gauche-

) g-), which correspond to “DOWN” or “UP” ring puckerings,
respectively.21,31Regardless of the terminology used to identify
the ring puckering, the differences can be identified by consider-
ing the distribution of proline side chain dihedral angles. In
particular, syn (gauche+ ) g+) or “DOWN” ring puckering is
characterized by positive values oføi

1 and øi
3 and negative

values oføi
2 andøi.4 Accordingly, anti (gauche- ) g-) or “UP”

ring puckering is characterized by negative values oføi
1 and

øi
3 and positive values oføi

2 andøi.4 This paper makes use of
the simplified notation for representing ring puckering whereby
syn (øi

1 ) g+) represents “DOWN” ring puckering, and anti
(øi

1 ) g-) represents “UP” ring puckering.
In its neutral form, the proline residue has no peptidic N-H

group that may act as an H-bond donor.35 It has been shown
that when proline is N-protonated, the global minimum of the
proline residue assumes the syn (øi

1 ) g+) or “DOWN”
conformation as a cis isomer whereas the structure is stabilized
by an intramolecular hydrogen bond.37 As there are two carbon
atoms connected to the pyrrolidine nitrogen, the stability of the
proline residue may be highly dependent on cis/trans isomer-
ization of the peptide bond, in conjunction with the existence
of syn (øi

1 ) g+) or “DOWN” and anti (øi
1 ) g-) or “UP”

puckering in the ring.

E ) f(φi,ψi,ωi) (1)

E ) f(φi,ψi,øi
1) (2)

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of (a) a general amino acid with side
chain R and (b) the amino acid residue proline, showing the charac-
teristic torsional anglesωi-1, ωi, φi, ψi, and øi

1. The protecting end
groups used in this study, PC and PN are also illustrated; where PN and
PC denote H and CH3.

E ) f(φi,ψi) (3)
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Although the pyrrolidine ring is considered to permit only
oneφi value in the vicinity of the gauche- (g-) (i.e.,φi ) -60°),
ψi may assume three different “poses” in the vicinity of gauche+

(g+); (i.e., ψi ) 60°), anti (a); (i.e.,ψi ) 180°) and gauche-

(g-); (i.e., ψi ) -60°), corresponding toγL, εL, and RL

conformers, respectively. Therefore, rather than the nine MDCA-
predicted conformers,52 as indicated in Scheme 1, only three
discrete conformers corresponding toγL, εL, and RL may be
expected for the proline residue.35

Thus,φi may be regarded as a static parameter, whereby the
typical Ramachandran PES of type (3) becomes a Ramachandran
potential energy curve (PEC) of type (4) for the proline residue.

Only the traditional PEC (4), a cross-section of the full
Ramachandran type PES (3), was previously calculated35 for
HCO-Pro-NH2 for the trans peptide bond withωi-1 optimized
at about 180°. In addition, the puckering patterns of proline were
also previously reported.33-49,65,66

The peptide bond can theoretically assume a cis or a trans
configuration, withω values in the vicinity of 0° or 180°,
respectively. A cisω peptide bond following a proline residue
is only biochemically significant for oligoprolines and polypro-
lines,65,66thus justifying the scope of the present study whereby
a proline database consisting of all theoretically possible
conformations may be instrumental in efficient investigation of
larger oligopeptides containing proline. Therefore, as a single
amino acid diamide residue, theωi-1 andωi torsions for proline
could lead, in principle, to trans-trans, trans-cis, cis-trans,
or cis-cis configurations (Figure 2).

Consequently, in this study, we wish to explore, characterize,
and present the geometric preferences of HCO-Pro-NH2 [I],
MeCO-Pro-NH2 [II], HCO-Pro-NH-Me [III], and MeCO-
Pro-NH-Me [IV] (hereinafter referred to as the PN-CO-Pro-
NH-PC family) developed for both cis and trans isomers (Figure
2).

2. Method

2.1. Standardized Input Files.Numeric definitions of the
relative spatial orientation of all constituent atoms of the PN-
CO-Pro-NH-PC systems follows an established standard,53,54

shown explicitly in Figure 3. The proline residue as well as the
protecting end groups is therefore exclusively defined. The
Gaussian 03program package,67 was used in all computations
of this work.

2.2. Calculating Pseudorotational Parameters for the PN-
CO-Pro-NH-PC Family. The concept of pseudorotation first
introduced by Kilpatrick et al.68 has been examined exten-
sively by many previous experimental and theoretical
methods.19,33,38,39,69-79 The concept of pseudorotation describes
a method of representing the conformations of five-membered
saturated rings, which are likely to be puckered (e.g., the
cyclopentane ring and the pyrrolidine ring of proline) in contrast
to aromatic rings (i.e., pyrrole), which are planar.43 According
to this concept, because the ring is flexible, the maximum
puckering rotates around the ring adopting the “envelope”,
“twist”, and “half-twist” forms, with minor interference to
energy barriers.42,73For the pyrrolidine ring, these barriers were

SCHEME 1

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the characteristicωi-1 and ωi torsions for proline leading to trans-trans, trans-cis, cis-trans, or cis-cis
configurations.

E ) f(ψi) (4)
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the numbering system applied to the amino acid diamides HCO-Pro-NH2 [I], MeCO-Pro-NH2 [II], HCO-
Pro-NH-Me [III], and MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [IV].

Figure 4. Potential energy hypersurface landscape (top) and contour map (bottom) of (a) HCO-Pro-NH2 for E ) f (øi
1,ψi) at ωi-1 ) 180° (trans)

and (b) HCO-Pro-NH2 for E ) f (øi
1,ψi) at ωi-1 ) 0° (cis).

Conformational Space ofL-Proline Diamides J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 109, No. 11, 20052663



estimated to be on the order of 2-4 kJ‚mol-1 on the basis of
electronic structure methods.74,77,78

Many parameters of pseudorotation have been defined.
Kilpatrick et al.68 and the improvements proposed by Cremer
and Pople72 describe the puckering of cyclopentane by pseudo-
rotation on the basis of the displacements of each atom
perpendicular to the mean plane of the ring. Following the use
of endocyclic torsion angles,69 which precluded the need to
define the mean plane, it was shown that in the case of
infinitesimal displacements of a pentagon from planarity, there
is a direct linear relationship between the torsion angles and
displacements.71 These parameters were found to be related to
those in the original definitions;68 however, finite displacements
deviate from these linear relationships.71 The concept of
pseudorotation has been further modified by introducing cor-
rection terms for describing nonequilateral rings.76

In this work, the concept of pseudorotation is used to describe
the puckering of the ring across the PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC

family. The simplest model is employed, with only two derived
parameters, a puckering amplitude,A, which gives a maximum
threshold to the five endocyclicøi

j values,øi
0, øi

1, øi
2, øi

3 and
øi

4, (illustrated in Figure 1b), whereas the phase angle,P,
describes the state of pucker in the pseudorotation pathway,
characterizing in some sense their ratios.

Using the algorithms described previously,43 pseudorotational
coordinatesA and P were calculated from the valuesøi

0, øi
1,

øi
2, øi

3, andøi
4. The following three steps were taken to calculate

A andP using the assumptions given in (5a) and (5b).
Taking into account that

and that

then, as a First Step,

as a Second Step,

Figure 5. Potential energy surface landscape (top) and contour map (bottom) of (a) HCO-Pro-NH2 for E ) f (ωi,ψi) at øi
1 ) g+ and (b) HCO-

Pro-NH2 for E ) f (ωi,ψi) at øi
1 ) g-.

TABLE 1: Schematic Topological Pattern of Occurrence of
Minimum Energy Conformers of Compounds [I] and [II] at
the RHF/3-21G Level of Theory

trans cis

SC BB I II I II

g+ RL

εL x x x x
γL x x

g- RL x x x x
εL x x
γL x x x

øi
0 ) A cosP (5a)

sin2 P + cos2 P ) 1 (5b)

A sinP )
-(1/2)(øi

1 - øi
2 + øi

3 - øi
4)(sin 144° + sin 72°)-1 (6)

A ) [(A sinP) 2 + (øi
0)2]1/2 (7)
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and as a Third Step,

2.3. Exploratory Computations.2.3.1. Geometry Optimiza-
tions. In the first phase of the exploratory study, geometry
optimizations were performed on all topologically possible
MDCA-predicted conformers of HCO-Pro-NH2 [I] at the
RHF/3-21G level of theory.

Geometry optimizations were performed in the same manner
on the remaining amino acid diamide homologues, MeCO-
Pro-NH2 [II], HCO-Pro-NH-Me [III], and MeCO-Pro-
NH-Me [IV], to determine the location of all minima on their
respective conformational PEHS. Because only three backbone
torsional angles (γL, εL, RL) and two ring puckerings, either
syn (øi

1 ) g+) or “DOWN” or anti (øi
1 ) g-) or “UP”, are

expected to exist, then, 3× 2 ) 6 conformations are anticipated
for each of the homologues. Regarding theωi torsional angles,
two isomers (trans and cis) may exist for compounds [I] and
[II], which can lead to 2× 2 ) 4 structures, whereas four
isomers with trans-trans, trans-cis, cis-trans, and cis-cis

peptide bonds for compounds [III] and [IV] result in 4× 2 )
8 structures for theωi-1 andωi torsional angles. Therefore, a
total of (4 + 8)6 ) 72 structures are predicted by MDCA to
exist.

2.3.2. Generation of Cross-Sections of Potential Energy
Hypersurfaces (PEHS).For compound [I], a PEHS (9) of the
following form would have to be considered:

whereφi is regarded as an optimized parameter.
A pair of relaxed cross-sections (10) and (11) with two

independent variables corresponding to either preset but opti-
mizedωi, or preset and optimizedøi

1, values were calculated
for compound [I].

Four one-dimensional relaxed cross-sections (12), corresponding
to initially preset but optimizedωi andøi

1 values, were computed

Figure 6. Potential energy curve (PEC)E ) f (ψi) cross-sections of the conformational PES of compounds [I] and [II], showing both ring puckerings
represented by syn (øi

1 ) g+) or DOWN (solid lines) and anti (øi
1 ) g-) or UP (broken lines).

TABLE 2: Schematic Topological Pattern of Occurrence of
Minimum Energy Conformers of Compounds [III] and [IV]
at the RHF/3-21G Level of Theory

trans-trans trans-cis cis-trans cis-cis

SC BB III IV III IV III IV III IV

g+ RL x x x x
εL x x x x x
γL x x x x x x

g- RL x x x x x x x x
εL x x x x
γL x x x x x x

SCHEME 2

If A sinP g 0, P ) cos-1(øi
0/A) (8a)

If A sinP < 0, P ) - cos-1(øi
0/A) (8b)

E ) fφi(ωi,ψi,øi
1) (9)

E ) fφi
øi

1(øi
1,ψi) (10)

E ) fφi
øi

1(ωi,ψi) (11)

Conformational Space ofL-Proline Diamides J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 109, No. 11, 20052665



for compounds [I] and [II]. The preset values wereωi-1 ) 0°
(cis) and 180° (trans) as well as syn (øi

1 ) g+) or “DOWN”
and anti (øi

1 ) g-) or “UP”.

Eight one-dimensional relaxed cross-sections of the same type
described in (12), corresponding to initially preset but optimized

ωi andøi
1 values were also computed for compounds [III] and

[IV]. The preset values wereωi-1 ) 0° (cis) and 180° (trans)
andωi ) 0° (cis) and 180° (trans) as well as syn (øi

1 ) g+) or
“DOWN” and anti (øi

1 ) g-) or “UP”.

All cross-sections of the PEHS were plotted.

2.4. Detailed Computations.Geometry optimizations were
carried out at two further levels of theory, RHF/6-31G(d) and
B3LYP/6-31G(d), on all four compounds [I]-[IV], allowing

Figure 7. Potential energy curve (PEC)E ) f (ψ) cross-sections of the conformational PES of compounds [III] and [IV], showing both ring
puckerings represented by syn (øi

1 ) g+) or DOWN (solid lines) and anti (øi
1 ) g-) or UP (broken lines).

E ) fφi
ωiøi

1(ψi) (12)
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for the assessment of the role of electron correlation, basis sets
effects, as well as the relative importance of small and large N-
and C-protecting groups.

2.5. Advanced Computations.Two composite methods,
Complete Basis Set-4 Modified (CBS-4M)80-82 and Gaussian-3
(G3MP2B3)83-85 type procedures, were employed to generate
accurate relative energies of compound [I], previously geometry-
optimized at the RHF/3-21G and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of
theory, respectively. The frequency calculation for both opti-
mization levels confirmed that all stationary points selected were
residing at minima on the PEHS.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Exploratory Computations. A pair of cross-sections
with two independent variables of the type (10) and (11) were
generated at the RHF/3-21G level of theory to present an initial
first-prediction of the conformations that may reside at minima
on the PEHS of type (9). These PESs are presented in Figures
4 and 5. On each of the pairs ofE ) f (øi

1,ψi) PESs (Figure 4)
associated with the trans and cis peptide bonds, along each of
the two linesøi

1 ) g+ andøi
1 ) g-, three minima (γL, εL, and

RL) are expected. Similarly, on each of the pairs ofE ) f (ωi,ψi)
PESs (Figure 5) associated withøi

1 ) g+ and øi
1 ) g- ring

puckering, along the two linesωi-1 ) 0° (cis) andωi ) 180°
(trans), three minima (γL, εL, and RL) are also expected. A
number of the expected six minima for each of the two surfaces
presented in Figures 4 and 5 were annihilated.

Although the relative stabilities of local minima for the four
compounds, [I]-[IV], differ from each other, there are no
significant differences in the overall PESs as indicated in Figure
4 for E ) f (øi

1,ψi) and Figure 5 forE ) f (ωi,ψi) . Even though
compound [I] was used to generate these PESs at the RHF/3-
21G level of theory, these results are similar to previous studies
done on compound [IV] utilizing various methods and basis
sets.34,38,41,48

For further details, cross-sections of a single independent
variable of type (12) were computed for compound [I]. The four
curves, trans [øi

1 ) g+] and trans [øi
1 ) g-] as well as cis [øi

1

) g+] and cis [øi
1 ) g-], are depicted graphically in the upper

portion of Figure 6. Two observations may be made at this point.
The two trans PEC are very similar in shape, and the two cis

PEC also portrayed a similar shape. On the other hand, the pair
of trans PEC is quite different from the two cis PEC. The energy
barriers of the cis PEC are only about half as high as those of
the trans PEC from the baseline. This means that energetically,
the cis proline residue is considerably more flexible than the
trans proline residue. In fact, the trans residue is quite rigid with
respect to the cis residue.

Similarly, four PEC were generated for compound [II]. The
results obtained from compound [II] are remarkably similar to
the results generated for compound [I]. These are shown at the
lower part of Figure 6, whereas those of compound [I] are
presented in the upper part of Figure 6 for the sake of
comparison. A schematic topology of the occurrence of the
minima (γL, εL, andRL) associated with compounds [I] and [II]
is shown in Table 1.

Compounds [III] and [IV] were also subjected to an analogous
study and the PEC are shown in Figure 7. It should be noted
that the cis-cis isomer of MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [IV] showed
cis-trans isomerization with respect toωi-1, atψi values from
0° to 105°, although it would be necessary to perform dynamic
simulations to confirm the results seen in Figure 7. The topology
of the occurrence of the minima (γL, εL, andRL) is shown in
Table 2 for compounds [III] and [IV].

In conjunction with Figure 3, Table 3 illustrates the geo-
metrical and energetic characteristics of HCO-Pro-NH2 [I],
HCO-Pro-NH-Me [II], MeCO-Pro-NH2 [III], and MeCO-
Pro-NH-Me [IV] computed at the RHF/3-21G level of theory.
The calculatedA andP values are also included in Table 3. A
total of 50 conformers out of the 72 topologically possible
structures were located. The remaining (72- 50) ) 22
structures migrated to the corresponding minima as illustrated
in Scheme 2.

One exception was also noted in the case of the cis-cis
isomer of compound [III] where the shift took place fromRL-
[+] to γL[+], which was distorted toward aδL[+] conformation
(just outside the normalφi value). This distortion happened
despite the fact that theδL conformation normally does not exist
in the case of proline.35 The φi andψi values were-121.65°
and +66.71°, respectively, as listed in Table 3 underγL[+]*
for HCO-Pro-NH-Me [III]. This indicates the possibility of
aδL conformation existing for proline, using electronic structure
methods, although it has been found from a search of 1135
nonhomogeneous proteins in the Brookhaven PDB.35

The global minima for compounds [I] and [II] was found to
be trans-γL[+]; for compounds [III] and [IV] it was alsoγL-
[+], but in the trans-trans isomer. For compounds [I] and [II],
the local minimum was at the cis-RL[+] conformation. Likewise,
for the cis-trans isomers of compounds [III] and [IV], theRL-
[+] conformer was at the lowest energy values. However, for
the cis-cis isomers of compounds [III] and [IV], theεL[+]
conformer was found to be the local minima. Additionally, for
the trans-cis and trans-trans isomers of compounds [III] and
[IV], the local minima were at theγL[+] conformation. Clearly,
the orientation of both peptide bonds determines the stability
of the eventual structure.

3.2. Detailed Computations.Increasing the basis set size
on theoretical refinement from RHF/3-21G to RHF/6-31G(d)
resulted in the disappearance of some minima. This is seen
through comparisons of the data presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Unlike the 50 conformers found at the RHF/3-21G level of
theory, only 41 out of the 72 topologically possible structures
were located at the RHF/6-31G(d) level of theory. The remain-
ing (72- 41)) 31 structures migrated to minima corresponding
to minima, as illustrated in Scheme 2, in addition toRL[-]
conformers migrating toγL[-] for ωi-1 ) 180° andωi ) 180°,
corresponding to trans-trans isomers. The PEHS becomes
smoother and the relatively shallow RHF/3-21G minima become
inflection points on the RHF/6-31G(d) PEHS.

Disappearance as well as appearance and reappearance of
minima occurred at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The
results are summarized in Table 5. Similarly to RHF/6-31G(d),
41 conformers were found at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of
theory with the same migration pattern.

It would now be important to consider a comparison of the
existing minima found at the three levels of theory. For
illustrative purposes, a comparison of the existing minima found
at the three levels of theory is shown in Table 6, whereas a
schematic depiction is given in Figure 8. It should be noted
that the distribution of local minima at RHF/3-21G is different
from those at the RHF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels
of theory.

However, it would be necessary to assess the role of electron
correlation, basis sets effects, as well as the relative importance
of the use of small and large N- and C-protecting groups.

First, for an overall correlation, the relative energies listed
in Tables 3-5 are plotted in Figure 9. As is seen in Figure 9,
the increased basis set size reduced the∆E values, measured
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TABLE 3: Selected Parameters of PN-L-Pro-PC Conformers Obtained at the RHF/3-21G Level of Theory

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Ab P

HCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound I]
c RL[+] -488.945374 5.63 0.00 10.30 -96.60 2.09 -0.64 -17.21 34.56 -39.61 29.15 -7.50 39.91 115.55

RL[-] -488.943170 7.01 1.38 9.33 -67.47 -26.14 4.76 9.98 -30.03 39.01 -32.33 14.15 38.84 -75.11
εL[+] -488.941638 7.98 2.34 -7.70 -62.43 172.35 -3.32 -13.42 32.75 -40.22 31.83 -11.64 40.14 109.53
εL[-] -488.940219 8.87 3.23 -3.77 -51.10 178.50 -0.96 6.21 -27.42 38.18 -33.79 17.54 38.50 -80.72
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] -488.937926 10.30 4.67 1.80 -59.15 101.39 4.66 4.88 -26.49 38.06 -34.11 18.65 38.43 82.70

t RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -488.941002 8.37 8.37 -171.42 -74.41 -23.50 10.14 4.62 -26.80 38.49 -34.99 19.32 39.13 83.22
εL[+] -488.943850 6.59 6.59 175.82 -70.97 150.61 -12.83 -15.47 33.62 -39.78 30.18 -9.29 39.80 -112.87
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -488.954348 0.00 0.00 -173.03 -83.32 67.91 -4.13 -15.18 33.49 -39.99 30.32 -9.61 39.85 -112.39
γL[-] -488.951950 1.50 1.50 -171.87 -82.66 68.69 -5.36 -12.75 -11.63 30.27 -37.02 31.71 38.14 109.53

MeCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound II]
c RL[+] -527.775130 5.49 0.00 171.03 10.65 -90.35 -1.95 -2.00 -13.86 32.98 -40.04 31.46 -11.08 40.02 -110.26

RL[-] -527.772518 7.13 1.64 179.04 9.50 -74.30 -23.67 4.64 5.37 -27.24 38.59 -34.75 18.63 39.10 82.11
εL[+] -527.770883 8.16 2.67 -174.11 -2.60 -70.87 174.70 -2.30 -15.75 34.18 -40.25 30.61 -9.33 40.36 -112.97
εL[-] -527.768549 9.62 4.13 -169.74 -3.51 -65.28 178.08 -0.68 -4.29 -19.89 35.60 -37.43 26.63 39.08 96.30
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-] or εL[-]

t RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -527.769629 8.94 8.94 -169.43 -175.19 -66.88 -29.72 11.58 8.66 -29.20 38.61 -32.82 15.29 38.65 77.05
εL[+] -527.773665 6.41 6.41 172.70 176.58 -72.05 150.55 -13.54 -16.99 34.18 -39.17 28.82 -7.45 39.46 115.50
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -527.783880 0.00 0.00 178.52-173.27 -84.96 69.05 -3.80 -16.57 34.31 -39.87 29.54 -8.23 39.97 114.49
γL[-] -527.779963 2.46 2.46 -175.45 -174.95 -83.26 71.27 -5.45 -15.12 -9.33 28.84 -37.20 33.20 38.38 113.20

HCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound III]
cc RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]

RL[-] -527.744027 15.20 3.56 7.08 -54.34 -46.09 -6.11 152.13 13.86 -31.98 38.65 -29.91 10.12 38.53 -68.92
εL[+] -527.749696 11.65 0.00 -7.25 -65.03 165.74 -8.61 177.82 -14.35 33.29 -40.34 31.38 -10.72 40.25 -110.89
εL[-] -527.747500 13.02 1.38 -4.81 -48.39 167.08 -7.41 -178.49 7.80 -28.62 38.77 -33.37 16.23 38.80 78.40
γL[+]* -527.747193 13.22 1.57 13.58-121.65 66.71 -1.99 167.48 -33.43 38.87 -31.16 11.68 13.64 40.08 146.51
γL[-] -527.745141 14.50 2.86 0.65 -51.94 107.25 5.63 -177.09 9.70 -29.88 39.17 -32.42 14.45 38.89 75.56

ct RL[+] -527.760029 5.16 0.00 10.28 -96.09 1.58 179.86 119.88 -17.02 34.52 -39.72 29.34 -7.74 39.97 115.20
RL[-] -527.757696 6.63 1.46 9.48 -67.51 -25.27 -176.92 117.30 9.91 -29.97 38.97 -32.34 14.20 38.81 -75.21
εL[+] -527.756121 7.61 2.45 -7.97 -62.40 171.27 178.47 119.85-13.72 33.01 -40.36 31.79 -11.41 40.28 109.91
εL[-] -527.754661 8.53 3.37 -3.95 -50.53 177.44 179.17 120.72 6.49-27.70 38.26 -33.69 17.30 38.55 -80.31
γL[+] -527.754546 8.60 3.44 2.40 -82.31 89.81 -176.17 120.39 -15.81 32.66 -38.07 28.07 -7.78 38.07 114.54
γL[-] -527.752674 9.78 4.62 1.69 -59.45 102.79 -178.58 123.23 4.47 -26.30 38.00 -34.27 19.03 38.47 83.33

tc RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -527.742672 16.05 8.42 -173.22 -58.83 -39.64 7.72 -165.73 9.92 -29.81 38.61 -32.10 14.06 38.53 -75.08
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -527.756087 7.64 0.00 -177.15 -88.04 110.07 -4.87 -163.61 -18.44 33.56 -37.02 25.50 -4.42 37.50 119.45
γL[-] -527.754786 8.45 0.82 -175.55 -95.77 105.04 -0.71 -163.90 -24.40 -0.95 23.92 -37.69 39.66 41.21 126.30

tt RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -527.755436 8.04 8.04 -171.27 -75.89 -21.20 -178.81 124.09 3.56 -26.02 38.25 -35.38 20.24 39.12 84.78
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
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TABLE 3: (Continued)

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Ab P

HCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound III] (Continued)
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -527.768256 0.00 0.00 -173.08 -83.71 68.84 -178.90 112.88 -15.56 33.69 -40.00 30.08 -9.21 39.87 -112.97
γL[-] -527.765765 1.56 1.56 -172.01 -82.60 69.89 -178.97 -167.63 -12.73 -11.65 30.28 -37.01 31.69 38.13 109.50

MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound IV]
cc RL[+] -566.573533 15.21 3.21 171.74 6.38-83.09 -5.54 -8.64 -166.84 -13.34 32.04 -38.97 30.67 -10.93 38.95 -110.03

RL[-] -566.574132 14.83 2.84 -172.47 6.72 -62.22 -37.02 -0.05 -164.77 8.81 -28.92 38.16 -32.42 14.93 38.21 76.67
εL[+] -566.578656 11.99 0.00 -173.53 -2.50 -70.31 167.49 -9.62 178.00 -14.79 33.73 -40.51 31.37 -10.40 40.49 -111.42
εL[-] -566.575777 13.80 1.81 -166.19 -4.09 -61.64 167.58 -7.60 -179.03 -2.39 -21.41 36.38 -37.02 25.15 39.05 -93.51
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

ct RL[+] -566.589742 5.04 0.00 170.59 10.81-90.83 -1.58 -178.89 116.19 -14.15 33.19 -40.13 31.37 -10.85 40.12 -110.65
RL[-] -566.586932 6.80 1.76 177.95 9.20-75.12 -22.27 -175.48 116.02 4.46 -26.61 38.40 -35.08 19.43 39.09 83.45
εL[+] -566.585367 7.78 2.75 -173.89 -2.86 -70.35 174.08 179.00 119.72-15.81 34.30 -40.40 30.71 -9.36 40.50 -112.98
εL[-] -566.583009 9.26 4.23 -169.42 -3.93 -65.00 176.73 178.72 120.64 -3.77 -20.32 35.82 -37.32 26.24 39.08 95.54
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tc RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -566.571548 16.45 8.56 -171.87 -175.79 -55.82 -41.04 9.30 -165.86 11.22 -30.50 38.34 -31.19 12.61 38.28 -72.96
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -566.585190 7.89 0.00 178.62-178.99 -84.17 117.56 -9.01 -163.03 -17.59 33.39 -37.40 26.47 -5.58 37.76 -117.76
γL[-] -566.582558 9.55 1.65 -176.80 -179.89 -89.58 111.49 -3.24 -164.25 -23.51 -2.00 24.81 -38.15 39.26 41.22 -124.77

tt RL[+] -566.587879 6.21 6.21 -175.07 -171.87 -97.04 7.85 177.46 123.43 -17.96 35.54 -40.29 29.48 -7.28 40.75 116.15
RL[-] -566.583983 8.65 8.65 -169.55 -175.46 -67.17 -28.80 -178.79 125.66 8.47 -29.02 38.60 -32.91 15.47 38.63 77.33
εL[+] -566.588094 6.07 6.07 172.62 176.82-72.09 147.55 178.28 110.34-16.84 34.06 -39.12 28.82 -7.55 39.38 115.32
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -566.597769 0.00 0.00 178.68-173.34 -85.28 69.95 -178.91 113.00 -16.81 34.43 -39.88 29.38 -7.97 39.99 114.86
γL[-] -566.593778 2.50 2.50 -175.56 -175.15 -83.04 72.55 -178.81 -165.92 -15.08 -9.40 28.91 -37.24 33.21 38.42 113.11

a Asterisk indicates distortion towardδL[+]. b AverageA value) 39.25.
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TABLE 4: Selected Parameters of PN-L-Pro-PC Conformers Obtained at the RHF/6-31G(d) Level of Theory

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Aa P

HCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound I]
c RL[+] -491.684915 2.93 0.00 10.81-91.70 -2.30 -0.18 -14.23 31.75 -37.86 29.02 -9.28 37.84 -112.09

RL[-] -491.683803 3.63 0.70 10.56-71.98 -19.89 2.19 7.37 -27.66 37.53 -32.58 15.93 37.67 -78.73
εL[+] -491.681233 5.24 2.31 -5.23 -67.37 164.21 -11.22 -16.84 32.76 -37.11 26.86 -6.23 37.45 -116.72
εL[-] -491.680530 5.68 2.75 -3.75 -51.04 167.03 -1.71 4.97 -25.92 36.89 -33.33 18.00 37.42 82.36
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-] or εL[-]

t RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -491.689585 0.00 0.00 -172.14 -85.00 74.05 -12.00 -13.38 31.17 -37.80 29.21 -10.00 37.61 -110.84
γL[-] -491.687963 1.02 1.02 -170.51 -83.92 78.84 -16.44 -9.05 -15.20 32.40 -37.12 29.42 38.18 -103.72

MeCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound II]
c RL[+] -530.727729 3.28 0.00 168.64 10.38-90.12 -7.05 0.62 -13.20 31.32 -37.96 29.76 -10.41 37.93 -110.36

RL[-] -530.725980 4.37 1.10 177.65 7.20-75.48 -23.92 7.26 3.06 -24.80 36.78 -34.48 19.88 37.80 -85.36
εL[+] -530.723811 5.74 2.46 -175.91 -3.14 -72.15 161.97 -0.62 -17.95 33.48 -37.07 26.26 -5.13 37.67 -118.45
εL[-] -530.722402 6.62 3.34 -157.18 -5.03 -57.90 158.25 -1.15 -0.28 -22.31 35.81 -35.41 22.70 37.77 90.42
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-] or εL[-]

t RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -530.726166 4.26 4.26 -166.87 -171.13 -69.59 -22.00 29.33 6.71 -27.43 37.62 -33.19 16.71 37.95 -79.82
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -530.732951 0.00 0.00 -178.99 -172.85 -85.80 76.70 -12.91 -14.34 31.83 -37.81 28.80 -9.12 37.78 -112.31
γL[-] -530.729921 1.90 1.90 -169.57 -175.15 -81.41 86.26 -20.30 -9.93 -14.17 31.74 -37.13 29.88 38.01 -105.14

HCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound III]
cc RL[+] -530.701948 11.07 2.72 8.05-84.00 -11.30 -3.64 -169.07 -12.53 30.10 -36.77 28.83 -10.27 36.64 -110.00

RL[-] -530.703427 10.14 1.79 6.47-60.19 -37.07 -1.83 -161.58 9.59 -28.64 37.16 -30.97 13.48 37.08 -75.01
εL[+] -530.706285 8.34 0.00 -5.70 -68.13 164.52 -12.63 174.25 -17.76 33.04 -36.78 26.01 -5.08 37.29 -118.44
εL[-] -530.705147 9.06 0.71 -4.84 -50.55 161.63 -11.77 175.03 4.08 -25.33 36.81 -33.72 18.82 37.48 83.75
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

ct RL[+] -530.715341 8.66 0.00 10.97-91.55 -1.34 -179.64 -174.02 -14.06 31.69 -37.94 29.17 -9.49 37.89 -111.78
RL[-] -530.714177 3.39 0.73 10.73-72.04 -17.80 -175.12 73.66 7.32 -27.64 37.54 -32.60 15.97 37.68 -78.80
εL[+] -530.711422 5.12 2.46 -5.17 -67.63 158.97 177.27 168.79-16.87 32.69 -36.96 26.66 -6.08 37.30 -116.89
εL[-] -530.710769 5.53 2.87 -4.03 -49.73 162.54 175.17 170.79 5.66-26.41 37.05 -33.07 17.40 37.45 -81.31
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tc RL[-] -530.702280 10.86 4.96 -169.61 -64.73 -34.95 14.15 -170.52 8.48 -28.76 38.18 -32.61 15.27 38.26 77.19
RL[+] -530.710184 5.90 0.00 178.04-69.05 133.91 -21.41 -168.00 -12.08 29.11 -35.61 27.89 -9.99 35.46 109.92
εL[-] -530.709419 6.38 0.48 179.47-64.87 131.65 -20.66 -169.46 -6.07 -17.88 34.07 -36.80 27.39 38.22 -99.14
εL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tt RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -530.713761 3.65 3.65 -167.07 -78.26 -12.42 175.39 168.33 2.16 -24.55 37.14 -35.32 21.04 38.42 -86.78
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
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TABLE 4: (Continued)

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Aa P

MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound IV] (Cont’d)
γL[+] -530.719582 0.00 0.00 -172.15 -85.36 73.40 -175.72 67.54 -13.93 31.50 -37.84 28.93 -9.46 37.67 -111.70
γL[-] -530.717938 1.03 1.03 -170.36 -84.64 78.02 -174.52 -172.31 -9.29 -14.94 32.32 -37.18 29.61 38.20 -104.07

MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound IV]
cc RL[+] -569.744771 11.38 2.51 169.85 7.91-83.62 -12.80 -4.40 -169.05 -12.32 30.01 -36.65 28.92 -10.45 36.59 109.68

RL[-] -569.745760 10.76 1.89 72.96 6.28-63.66 -38.04 -0.24 -164.86 7.67 -27.53 36.97 -32.03 15.36 37.16 78.09
εL[+] -569.748771 8.87 0.00 -175.24 -3.56 -72.46 163.90 -12.00 56.52 -18.63 33.66 -36.81 25.62 -4.26 37.55 119.74
εL[-] -569.747030 9.96 1.09 -158.17 -5.76 -58.69 158.45 -8.72 174.89 -2.03 -20.94 35.27 -35.86 24.12 37.81 -93.08
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

ct RL[+] -569.758087 3.02 0.00 168.15 10.72-90.66 -5.54 -178.05 -172.68 -13.36 31.51 -38.13 29.82 -10.34 38.10 -110.53
RL[-] -569.756175 4.22 1.20 176.17 7.29-76.43 -21.60 -175.69 64.79 2.48 -24.36 36.61 -34.64 20.35 37.76 -86.23
εL[+] -569.753973 5.61 2.58 -175.82 -3.41 -71.82 159.69 174.11 166.02-18.09 33.52 -37.01 26.09 -4.93 37.63 -118.73
εL[-] -569.752692 6.41 3.39 -157.95 -4.60 -57.30 155.63 178.19 -167.86 0.57 -22.96 36.09 -35.16 22.00 37.76 89.14
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tc RL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
RL[-] -569.744987 11.24 5.67 -168.14 -172.94 -59.68 -38.07 16.27 70.70 -14.95 -29.88 30.54 -35.16 -6.90 32.46 -117.42
εL[+] -569.754027 5.57 0.00 169.76 177.38-69.19 138.04 -22.30 -168.83 -14.68 30.35 -35.12 26.05 -7.14 35.26 114.60
εL[-] -569.752825 6.33 0.75 -176.69 175.41 -59.85 135.51 -23.02 -169.47 -5.44 -18.17 33.98 -36.48 26.68 37.86 -98.26
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tt RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -569.755977 4.35 4.35 -165.98 -171.28 -70.98 -20.93 175.42 169.26 6.50 -27.32 37.63 -33.32 16.92 37.99 -80.15
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[+]
γL[+] -569.762907 0.00 0.00 -178.64 -172.94 -86.08 75.83 -175.57 67.50 -14.71 32.07 -37.87 28.63 -8.77 37.85 -112.87
γL[-] -569.759833 1.93 1.93 -169.54 -175.15 -82.11 85.57 -173.74 -171.91 -10.42 -13.70 31.44 -37.11 30.18 37.99 -105.92

a AverageA value) 37.46.
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TABLE 5: Selected Parameters of PN-L-Pro-PC Conformers Obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) Level of Theory

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Aa P

HCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound I]
c RL[+] -494.631997 4.33 0.00 12.24-96.85 5.48 -0.78 -16.97 33.21 -37.65 27.27 -6.42 37.97 -116.54

RL[-] -494.630787 5.09 0.76 11.83-75.12 -18.71 9.15 5.63 -26.47 37.25 -33.28 17.46 37.61 -81.39
εL[+] -494.628119 6.77 2.43 -3.38 -70.66 148.95 -14.54 -15.44 32.03 -37.26 27.72 -7.66 37.35 114.42
εL[-] -494.627547 7.13 2.79 1.58-57.48 118.77 -7.50 6.52 -26.96 37.25 -32.56 16.54 37.39 -79.95
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-]

t RL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
RL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-]
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -494.638904 0.00 0.00 -172.80 -80.98 70.80 -12.11 -12.04 30.56 -38.14 30.30 -11.53 37.88 108.53
γL[-] -494.638560 0.22 0.22 -169.97 -81.74 73.56 -15.06 -9.08 -14.73 31.87 -36.58 29.07 37.59 -103.98

MeCO-Pro-NH2 [Compound II]
c RL[+] -533.953751 4.70 0.00 169.38 11.36-91.72 -2.78 -179.95 -13.88 31.80 -38.13 29.54 -9.81 38.12 -111.35

RL[-] -533.952190 5.68 0.98 176.18 10.63-78.14 -21.50 -179.40 3.21 -24.84 36.75 -34.37 19.67 37.71 -85.12
εL[+] -533.949580 7.32 2.62 -177.63 -2.16 -72.10 152.99 -4.18 -16.02 32.58 -37.44 27.68 -7.25 37.68 115.16
εL[-] -533.948690 7.88 3.18 -162.75 -0.28 -58.95 151.19 -6.20 3.25 -24.79 36.58 -34.10 19.58 37.52 -85.03
γL[+] not found- migrated toRL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toRL[-] or εL[-]

t RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -533.961243 0.00 0.00 177.52-172.47 -83.41 72.58 -172.79 -13.81 31.58 -37.99 29.26 -9.74 37.88 -111.38
γL[-] -533.959381 1.17 1.17 -173.00 -174.12 -80.70 77.89 -171.19 -10.01 -13.62 30.97 -36.39 29.44 37.25 -105.59

HCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound III]
cc RL[+] -533.931000 11.85 2.13 6.30-84.61 -9.09 -4.39 -170.30 -15.16 31.79 -37.11 27.65 -7.80 37.14 114.09

RL[-] -533.931925 11.27 1.55 8.16-57.63 -41.55 -13.60 161.47 11.74 -30.19 37.72 -30.22 11.61 37.54 71.78
εL[+] -533.934401 9.72 0.00 -5.34 -70.55 160.36 -9.23 172.85 -17.94 33.50 -37.36 26.46 -5.23 37.84 -118.30
εL[-] -533.933505 10.28 0.56 -2.50 -51.53 157.41 -7.81 170.91 5.84 -26.43 36.96 -32.83 17.12 37.29 -80.99
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] -533.933163 10.49 0.78 1.09-57.09 119.75 -1.13 -175.44 6.05 -26.65 37.24 -32.84 16.99 37.44 -80.70

ct RL[+] -533.943676 3.90 0.00 12.55-96.85 3.88 178.66 118.73 -16.60 33.11 -37.85 27.65 -6.89 38.09 115.84
RL[-] -533.942345 4.73 0.84 12.16-75.72 -15.35 -177.84 119.02 4.96 -26.00 37.11 -33.51 18.03 37.58 82.42
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -533.939576 6.47 2.57 2.34-79.20 108.09 -177.80 117.40 -14.32 30.60 -36.08 27.02 -7.98 36.01 113.43
γL[-] -533.939165 6.73 2.83 1.69-55.78 118.67 179.20 119.64 7.24-27.45 37.39 -32.27 15.89 37.42 -78.84

tc RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -533.931018 11.84 5.21 -169.50 -65.56 -33.19 17.03 -172.55 6.15 -27.34 38.07 -33.78 17.49 38.41 -80.79
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -533.939327 6.63 0.00 -177.94 -79.95 117.50 -11.46 -161.77 -13.42 30.35 -36.46 27.86 -9.07 36.28 -111.71
γL[-] -533.939196 6.71 0.08 -174.46 -84.40 114.17 -7.12 -163.08 -12.86 -12.00 30.77 -37.71 32.30 38.84 109.34

tt RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
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TABLE 5: (Continued)

energy

relative (kcal‚mol-1) dihedral angles
pseudorotation

parameters

isomer
conformer
BB [SC] total (Hartrees) ∆EGL ∆ELO ψi-1 ωi-1 φi ψi ωi φi+1 øi

0 øi
1 øi

2 øi
3 øi

4 Aa P

HCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound III] (Continued)
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -533.949884 0.00 0.00 -172.23 -82.37 68.65 -177.54 107.40 -13.13 31.26 -38.27 29.79 -10.50 38.02 -110.20
γL[-] -533.949450 0.27 0.27 -169.98 -82.46 71.97 -176.40 99.34 -9.57 -14.14 31.36 -36.35 29.24 37.34 -104.85

MeCO-Pro-NH-Me [Compound IV]
cc RL[+] -573.252805 12.19 1.93 172.15 5.15-80.85 -11.89 -6.73 -168.13 -13.31 30.55 -36.67 28.36 -9.44 36.70 -111.26

RL[-] -573.253908 11.49 1.24 74.55 5.91-62.39 -39.97 2.11 -47.99 7.05 -27.19 37.05 -33.02 15.99 37.27 -79.10
εL[+] -573.255887 10.25 0.00 -173.83 -2.75 -71.19 162.43 -6.68 47.42 -17.03 33.23 -37.60 27.30 -6.34 37.98 -116.64
εL[-] -573.254741 10.97 0.72 -163.36 -0.44 -61.50 157.05 -7.34 171.88 0.48 -22.71 35.81 -34.96 21.91 37.50 89.27
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

ct RL[+] -573.265312 4.34 0.00 168.41 11.47-92.75 -2.17 -179.22 115.69 -14.07 31.83 -38.02 29.32 -9.55 38.02 -111.72
RL[-] -573.263650 5.38 1.04 175.36 11.13-78.81 -19.00 -176.36 -0.23 2.77 -24.53 36.68 -34.55 20.07 37.74 -85.79
εL[+] -573.260874 7.12 2.78 -178.66 -2.22 -73.98 143.57 175.64 122.02-16.32 32.38 -36.87 26.89 -6.57 37.15 116.06
εL[-] -573.260096 7.61 3.27 -164.93 -1.19 -57.74 146.76 176.84 114.93 3.59-25.08 36.75 -34.02 19.33 37.60 84.52
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tc RL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
RL[-] -573.252446 12.41 5.67 -169.89 -173.15 -57.69 -39.04 18.64 -170.61 9.68 -29.22 37.84 -31.58 13.80 37.79 -75.16
εL[+] -573.261488 6.74 0.00 173.24-179.49 -77.54 123.53 -14.75 -161.46 -14.53 30.88 -36.15 27.05 -7.84 36.16 113.69
εL[-] -573.260569 7.31 0.58 -176.09 177.17 -62.09 127.57 -20.36 -165.16 -3.37 -19.97 34.99 -36.24 25.21 37.97 95.09
γL[+] not found- migrated toεL[+]
γL[-] not found- migrated toεL[-]

tt RL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
RL[-] -573.262360 6.19 6.19 -166.44 -171.08 -74.51 -16.17 176.82 138.25 3.90 -25.38 36.93 -34.14 19.09 37.74 84.07
εL[+] not found- migrated toγL[+]
εL[-] not found- migrated toγL[-]
γL[+] -573.272224 0.00 0.00 179.31-172.31 -83.96 70.85 -176.99 108.15 -13.99 31.77 -38.15 29.31 -9.66 38.05 -111.57
γL[-] -573.270265 1.23 1.23 -172.91 -173.04 -82.26 76.68 -175.48 95.13 -10.64 -13.18 30.84 -36.65 30.00 37.50 -106.48

a AverageA value) 37.56.
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with respect to the global minima, whereas the subsequent
electron correlation substantially increased∆E back toward
values obtained at the RHF/3-21G level of theory.

Further correlations for torsional angles (ωi-1, φi, ψi, andøi
1)

were made across the three levels of theory. This is illustrated
in Figure 10.

From Figure 10, very good correlations exist for the torsional
angles (ωi-1, φi, ψi, andøi

1) across the three levels of theory.
BecauseR2 ≈ 0.9, this indicates that the torsional angles
obtained are quite similar irrespective of the level of theory at
which the simulations were performed (RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-
31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d)) for the four compounds, [I]-[IV].

These results as well as those from Figure 9 are quite
significant, as they indicate the reliability of a small basis set
(i.e., RHF/3-21G) in giving a faithful representation of electron
distribution that would be similarly found with a higher basis
set (i.e., RHF/6-31G(d) or B3LYP/6-31G(d)). Also, one can see
that using PN ) PC ) H, similar to compound [I], is not a
misleading practice in analyzing peptide models as minor
differences in geometry are observed when either PN or PC or
both are CH3 groups rather than H. Therefore, RHF/3-21G
computations as well as the use of the simplest model,
compound [I] with PN ) PC ) H, give reasonable first
approximations to both geometry and stability with no cost of
time and the additional computational power, as was found in
a previous study.54

Distinguishing cis from trans type conformers andøi
1 ) g+

from øi
1 ) g- ring puckers from the optimized dihedral angles

was trivial. However, it is important to note that when
distinguishing the backbone conformers ofγL, εL, andRL, the
ideally expected threshold values ofψi ) 0° and 120° proved
to be unacceptable as theψi values ofεL type conformers were
found to be as low as 118.77° rather than the ideal value of
180°, whereas that ofRL type conformers were found to be as
high as 7.85° instead of the ideal value of-60°. This is in
agreement with established deviations.39

Consideration of the PES along the backbone torsion angle
ψi also shows that within each compound, [I]-[IV], there are
certain general trends relating to found conformers residing at
minima. Across the three levels of theory and the four
compounds, the “DOWN” puckering stabilizes values ofψ close
to +160° (εL minima) or -20° (RL minima), whereas “UP”
puckering stabilizes values ofψ close to+160° (εL minima)
and -3°(RL minima). These findings are in accordance with
previous results, where the HF/6-31G(d) and the HF/6-31+G-
(d) levels of theory were used for the trans proline dipeptide38

and the trans and cis MeCO-Pro-NH-Me,48 respectively.
Overall, all idealεL andRL type conformers are present for the
four compounds, [I]-[IV], but negative ring puckers following
cis peptide bonds are rare, as shown previously.39

The ring puckering parametersA and P were calculated at
all three levels of theory, as summarized in Tables 3-5. The
functional dependence oføi

0 in terms ofP using the averageAh
value, as shown in (13), is analogous to that of (5a)

The functional variation oføi
0, øi

1, øi
2, øi

3, andøi
4 with P is

shown in the upper part of Figure 11 and illustrates how the
five parametersøi

0, øi
1, øi

2, øi
3, andøi

4 can be reduced to two
parametersA andP. The change oføi

0 with P at the RHF/3-
21G level of theory is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 11.
The averageAh value was found to be 39.25°, as listed in the
footnotes of Table 3.

TABLE 6: Occurrences of Optimized Minima of
Compounds [I]-[IV] at Three Levels of Theory

occurrence of minima

compd isomer conformer RHF/3-21G RHF/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d)

I c RL[+] x x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x x
εL[-] x x x
γL[+]
γL[-] x

t RL[+]
RL[-] x
εL[+] x
εL[-]
γL[+] x x x
γL[-] x x x

II c RL[+] x x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x x
εL[-] x x x
γL[+]
γL[-]

t RL[+]
RL[-] x x
εL[+] x
εL[-]
γL[+] x x x
γL[-] x x x

III cc RL[+] x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x x
εL[-] x x x
γL[+] x
γL[-] x x

ct RL[+] x x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x
εL[-] x x
γL[+] x x
γL[-] x x

tc RL[+]
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x
εL[-] x
γL[+] x x
γL[-] x x

tt RL[+]
RL[-] x x
εL[+]
εL[-]
γL[+] x x x
γL[-] x x x

IV cc RL[+] x x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x x
εL[-] x x x
γL[+]
γL[-] x x x

ct RL[+] x x x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x x
εL[-]
γL[+] x
γL[-]

tc RL[+]
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x x
εL[-] x x
γL[+] x
γL[-] x

tt RL[+] x
RL[-] x x x
εL[+] x
εL[-]
γL[+] x x x
γL[-] x x x

øi
0 ) Ah cosP (13)
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The functional variation oføi
0 with P at the RHF/6-31G(d)

and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory is illustrated in Figure
12a and 12b, respectively. The averageAh values were 37.46°
and 37.56°, which are listed in the footnotes of Tables 4 and 5.

As a general observation, a cis peptide bond decreasesφi,
increasesA and the absolute value ofP, and also increasesψi

torsional angles. Ring puckers do not considerably change trans

ωi values but positive ring puckers increase cisωi values,
decreaseφi, and increase bothA andψi.39 The present results
reconfirm these observations.

In Tables 3-5, the puckering amplitudeA exists in a well-
defined range. Hence, the maximum deviation of ring atoms
from the mean plane is approximately the same for all
conformers of compounds [I]-[IV]. Consequently, the phase
angle,P, which ideally has a periodicity of 36°, is sufficient to
describe the different ring structures of the four compounds,
similar to established results.33,39,42,78

3.3. Advanced Computations.For the PN-CO-Pro-NH-
PC family, use of the simplest model PN ) PC ) H (compound
[I]) is quite acceptable. Consequently, advanced computations
were carried out only for compound [I]. Table 7 lists the energy
values and Figure 13 represents a correlation of all values
obtained at RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-31G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d),
CBS-4M, and G3MP2. Clearly, CBS-4M, G3MP2, and RHF/
6-31G(d) show nearly identical trends, whereas the values
computed at the RHF/3-21G and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of
theory deviate substantially. The∆E values obtained at the RHF/
3-21G, RHF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory
are ordered in Figure 13 in the same fashion as was seen in
Figure 9, suggesting that the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level results are
not as reliable in accounting for correlation effect like those
obtained at the more advanced level of computations (CBS-
4M and G3MP2).

Figure 8. Topological representation of minima found in the PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC family at the RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/6-
31G(d) levels of theory. The ring puckerings corresponding to theøi

1 values are depicted within the square brackets by either+ for øi
1 ) g+ and

- for øi
1 ) g-.

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the basis set effect and electron
correlation on the relative energies of existing minima computed at
RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory for
all PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC compounds.
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The trends computed for the thermodynamic functions are
shown in Figure 14. Both CBS-4M and the G3MP2 results
produced the same trend.

4. Conclusions

With the aid of a standardized numbering system, this paper
has detailed a first principle computational study on the full
conformational space ofL-proline diamides. The study aimed
to explore, characterize, and present the geometric preferences

of the PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC family, developed for both cis
and trans isomers, at the RHF/3-21G, RHF/6-31G(d) and
B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory.

It was found that although the relative stabilities of minima
for the four compounds (HCO-Pro-NH2, MeCO-Pro-NH2,
HCO-Pro-NH-Me, and MeCO-Pro-NH-Me), differ from
each other, there are no significant differences in the overall
PESs. This was seen at the RHF/3-21G level of theory from
PESs and PEC.

Figure 10. Correlation of torsional angles:ωi-1 (a) and (b);φi (c) and (d);ψi (e) and (f);øi
1 (e) and (f) for the PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC compounds

obtained from geometry optimizations at three levels of theory.R2 values are also indicated.
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At the RHF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory,
41 minima were found as compared to the 50 found minima at
the RHF/3-21G level of theory.

The global minimum for compounds [I] and [II] was found
to be trans-γL[+]; for compounds [III] and [IV] it was alsoγL-
[+], but in the trans-trans isomer. However, differing local

minima (cisγL[+], cis-cis εL[+], trans-cis and trans-trans
γL[+]) were found depending on the orientation of both peptide
bonds, indicating a strong relationship between peptide bond
orientation and structure stability.

It should be noted that one minima stood out from the rest
in the case of the cis-cis isomer of compound [III] at the RHF/
3-21G level of theory, where theRL[+] conformer migrated to
γL[+], which was distorted toward aδL[+] conformation.

Very good correlations of relative energies and torsional
angles (ωi-1, φi, ψi, andøi

1) across the three levels of theory
indicate the reliability of a small basis set (i.e., RHF/3-21G) in
giving a faithful representation of electron distribution that
would be similarly found with a higher basis set (i.e., RHF/6-
31G(d) or B3LYP/6-31G(d)). The role of correlation energy is
better represented at the CBS-4M and G3MP2 levels of theory
than at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory because the latter
provided an overestimation of electron correlation. Also, the
thermodynamic functions computed at the CBS-4M and G3MP2
levels of theory were quite comparable. Finally, the use of the
simplest model, compound [I] with PN ) PC ) H, is not a
misleading practice in analyzing peptide models as minor
differences in geometry and stability are observed without cost
of time and additional computational power.

As reported earlier, cis conformers are found in unexpectedly
high proportion in folded proteins.39 All ideal εL andRL type
conformers are present in both sets but negative ring puckers
following cis peptide bonds are rare. The puckering amplitude,
A, was found to exist in a well-defined range, whereas the phase
angle,P, with an ideal periodicity of 36°, was sufficient enough
to describe the different ring structures of the four compounds.
As a general observation, a cis peptide bond decreasesφi while
it increasesA, the absolute value ofP, andψi. Ring puckers do
not considerably change transωi values but positive ring puckers
increase cisωi values, decreaseφi, and increase39 both A and
ψi.

The results found herein for the precomputed amino acid
structure of the PN-CO-Pro-NH-PC family would be impor-
tant for future investigations of larger oligopeptides. By
understanding the similarities and differences of the amino acid
modules, one may see how a standardized definition may be
used to study larger peptides, such as Pro-Pro-Thr-Pro and
Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe occurring as significant tetrapeptide seg-
ments in the antibody Immunoglobulin A1 (IgA1)60,61 and
Bradykinin,62,63 respectively.

Figure 11. (a) Reduction of the five pseudorotational parametersøi
0,

øi
1, øi

2, øi
3, andøi

4 to A andP. (b). The functional variation oføi
0 with

P, with computedøi
0 of existing minima using anAh average value as

listed in the footnotes of Table 3 for the RHF/3-21G level of theory.

Figure 12. Functional variation oføi
0 as represented in (13);øi

0 ) Ah
cos P. (a) and (b) show computedøi

0 of existing minima using an
averageAh value as listed in the footnotes of Tables 4 and 5 at the
RHF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory, respectively.

Figure 13. Schematic illustration of the basis set effect and electron
correlation of the relative energies of existing minima at RHF/3-21G,
RHF/6-31G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d), CBS-4M, and G3MP2 levels of
theory for HCO-Pro-NH2.
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